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Directors don’t necessarily leave a mark with their very first features; more often than not, it 
takes a few trials to get recognition in an industry fed by a constant stream of hopeful 
newcomers. With his debut feature film, the young Canadian director Kevan Funk – but with 
such a name, wasn’t recognition inevitable? – has garnered attention by avoiding the 
common traps of first time directors. Neither too safe (and thus boring) nor too shocking (a 
quality that can reflect artistic narcissism), Hello Destroyer is a provocative and intelligent 
film that has taken Funk to several international festivals and earned him and his actors 
several well-deserved awards in Canada. 
 
This national recognition is all the more impressive considering the subject being tackled. 
The film centres on Tyson Burr (Jared Abrahamson), a seriously committed junior ice hockey 
player. Hockey is Canada’s winter sport and an immensely important national institution; 
while its popularity in the country may seem like a cliché to foreigners, it is a cultural reality 
that Funk depicts with delicacy and clarity. 
 
Tyson is quiet and withdrawn but his role as the team’s enforcer gives him a certain 
charisma. Wendy, (Sara Canning), an older, married woman hosting him during an out-of-
town tournament, lets her attraction show in discreet but unmistakeable ways. Funk knows 
how to capture these flickers without exaggerating them: a glance, a silence that lasts just 
a bit too long, an exciting discomfort – are all present but not forced upon the spectator. The 
celebrity cachet afforded even non-professional hockey players in some communities means 
that they attract groupies known as “puck bunnies” – a misogynistic nickname that is a by-
product of the same problematic masculinity examined by the film as a whole.  
 
Funk does much more in Hello Destroyer than offer a believable and attentive depiction of the 
rhythms of life on and off the ice. He pushes beyond the sports movie framework – and even 
his national context – to explore the ideal of masculinity that young athletes (and by 
implication the men who watch and support them) are taught to aim for. The carefully 
controlled cinematography frames Tyson in bare and geometric spaces where his gestures 
are at once unobstructed and contained.  Abrahamson's tight, muscular body seems at odds 
with its cold and strict surroundings of ice rinks, lockers, snow, and living rooms. Even when 
he finally is privileged enough to suffer his team’s hazing rituals, Tyson recalls a bull trapped 
in a small enclosure, strong and helpless, his natural power thwarted by his controlling 
environment. Yet in this cage, the young man and his team are constantly told to fight 
aggressively for their victory. The coach screams motivational speeches before the game 
and all listen carefully, arranged in a circle and shouting with conviction or else remaining 
sheepishly silent when they’ve disappointed him. Always, they are under their master’s 
guidance. Funk’s mise-en-scene isolates Tyson during his solo training session but also in 
scenes of communion. For these young men, trained to use violence to reach a common 
victory, the sense of shared goal and dreams seems nevertheless to be a weak link. 
 
 



 
 
 
When Tyson accidentally badly injures a player in a confusing altercation on the rink, the 
sense of isolation and disarray that was so far only vaguely perceptible comes fully to the 
surface. Funk shoots the fateful scene to make us experience Tyson’s disorientation, 
refusing to place the blame on him but not acquitting him either (it all happens so fast). 
Tyson never intended to hurt this player and was simply following orders to try and save not 
just himself, but his whole team from defeat. He was never prepared for this eventuality and 
can’t seem to find the words to ask what happened, or even to apologize.  His intense 
training has taught him that if he and his team were aggressive enough, they would simply 
win, and there’s been little space for ambiguity or individuality. Yet Tyson’s coach is not 
willing to help him in this new situation. Tyson must take responsibility for what he has done, 
although what that is remains unclear to him and to the other people involved.  
 
Efforts to readapt to a life outside the team, not ordered by clear, shared goals and the use 
of violence, all leave Tyson feeling more confused and abandoned. Without hockey, he roams 
idly in spaces unwelcoming and too small for him. Wendy’s house loses its charm when she 
starts avoiding his eyes as the camera now works to separates them. Hanging out with his 
former teammates brings no joy, with the elephant in the room looming and onlookers 
recognising him as the boy who went too far. Tyson’s body at rest makes him look like a 
defeated beast, condemned to a life of hiding and isolation, unable to use its muscles for fear 
of being not only left to drift away alone, but finally put down for being too violent. The ironic 
bluntness of the switch from total physicality to imposed inactivity is brutally highlighted 
when Tyson takes up a job as a butcher in a mechanical slaughterhouse. Cutting up the 
imposing backs of cows and cleaning the blood off the floor, Tyson sees what happens to 
bodies discarded once they’ve served their purpose. 
 
Increasingly, paranoia takes a hold of the lost young man, who is now desperately afraid of 
what taking responsibility might imply and unable to reconcile the lessons of his training 
with their outcome. If everyone around him blames him for this accident, he must deserve 
what is happening to him, but it remains impossible to accept the contempt of those who 
have made him who he is. Coaches and former supporters accuse him of being a monster – a 
destroyer. But he has become exactly what they wanted him to be.  Funk’s bleak, powerful 
film condemns the cognitive dissonance that a culture based on brutal masculinity creates in 
its male members.  
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